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The economic :i(c of equipment is the point in lime when the sum ,,1 all
equipment costs arc minimum. TIle factors as.'IOCialcrl with ('Quipnll'fll costs arc opcr.\Iing
and maintenance costs, ownership Cosls. obsolescence costs, parts cost, downtime enst
and training costs. With today's economy. public sector lIgl'ocics arc finding i\ more autl
more difficult [0 acquire lhe funding necessary to opemte, maintain and felll•.ce their
equipment fleels. In many cases, equipment is \lsed far beyond ilS oplil1lUlIl CCClllllmic
life because of this lack of funding. In these cases, Ihe nr.cl matmgcr fL'(luircs ,';tIme
method of prioritizing the equipment replacement Jist.
In order to errcc:ivcly plan equipment replacement purchases, the nl.'C1 manager
must have the ability to forecast [uture costs. In some cases, I;I.'Ographic loe-.Ilion h.1S an
impact on delivery time of new equipment to the puNic agency and forecasling fullITe
equipment coSIS can provtde the lead lime necessary 10 order Ihe /lew equipment before
the end of its economic life. In olher cases, Ihe timing of budgel approv<lr fur
replacement funding can delay the purchase of new cquipmclIl.
The critcria used for deciding when equipmcnt shO\.ld be rcplaced vary from one
agency 10 Ihe next. There arc also some differences in the criteria usc<l depending nn
whether Ihe agency is public or privately ownccl.
There arc several neet replacement techniqucs available to the neet owner. In
general terms, the lifc cycle cost mcthod, interval life method and nomographs aTc
commonly used. Each method has varying degrees of complcT-ity. The causes of each
iii
method depends Oil thl; accuracy of the input information used by the fleet manager.
Commercially prepared software is available to the fleet manager to assist in the
equipment !'eplaccment decision. These software packages perform different types of
neet mam:gcment functions. Fleet managers should thoroughly investigate the software
being considered to ensure it fulfils \,icir needs.
Flcet icplacemcnt models can be developed in-house or by compute" software
consultants. The model should be designed so that it is adaptable and easily modified by
the !leet owner. It should have the ability to compile cost data in a concise and logical
formaL It should also have the capability of forecasting future equipment costs and
provide the Oeet manager with a priority listing of etIuipment to be replaced.
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The acquisition and maintenance of publicly owned fleets is a major part of any
jurisdiction's budget. To ensure the fleet operates in an efficient and cost effective
manner, the ncct manager must have the capability 10 decide when equipment should be
replaced using an appropriate equipment replacement model.
Unfortunately, there is no simple formula to determine the optimum replacement
or the issues to be considered in selling replacement criteria. The importance of each
factor must be determined by the ncct owner.
Fleet m...,nagcrs have Ihe difficult task of planning their equipment repl&cemenu
over a pcriod of years to fall within their budgeting constraints.[I] Budget requir.~ments
for cquipmcr,t purchase vary greatly from one year 10 the next, while replacement funds
supplied by local governing bodies are only increased a small percentage from year to
year. Many times. the ~ccooomically optimum- replacement time occurs when
insufficient funding is available.
[n a government sclling il is often necessary to plan equipment replacement
purchases as much as a year in advance. Accurate forecasts of equipment future costs
arc IhcrcfoTC rCtjuircd. if the Fleet Manager is to plan for such replacement purchases.
This is cSJlCCiillly true in remote areas, including Newfoundland.
1.2 ELFJIT..REPLACEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
A questionnaire was senl to 22 public agencies in Canada and the U.S.A. to
determine; (APPENDIX A)
I. What method of fleet replacement analysis is used by the agency"
2. What, if any, type of software is used"
3. Is the software fulfilling all of the agency's necds'!
4. Does the agetlcy receive sufficient replacement funds each ycOIr'1
5. How does the agency decide the order in whicll equipment is to be replaced'!
Seventeen (78%) of the 22 public agencies polled responded 10 the qucs!ionn'lirc.
Table I show the results of the questionnaire.
1.2.1 Fleet Replpcement Criterin Used by Respondent




4. Combination of Age/Mileage/Cosl
None of the respondents used age only as their replacement criteria. Two (12%)
of the respondents used mileage as their only replacement criteria. Seven (40%) of the
respondents usc COSI as their only replacement criteria. Thc majority of respondents used
a combination of age, mileage and cost as their replacement criteria. Eight (48%) of
respondents used some combination of thcse factors as rCfllaccmcnt criteria.
Table I
RESULTS OF FLEET REPLACEMENT SURVEY
REPlJ,CEMml' PRlOlUTY ENOUGH
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1.2.2 SoOwnre Used by Respondents
Eight (48%) of the respondents used some form of computer software/hardware
10 assiSI in their equipmenl replacement analysis. Four of these eight agencies, used
micro-computers and related sofiware, while the remaining four agencies had a
mainframe pr"'sram that was specially designed for their particular circumstances.
TIle following is a descriplion of the software/programs being used by the
rcspondcnls:
FLEET COMMAND[2]
Synopsis: Ten modules for fleet management and support including equipmcnt
records, work order processing, mechanic productivity, preventative
maintenance scheduling, vendor information, l,arts inventory, fuel usage
and billing, Primarily a mainframe applicatio·.1.
VEHICLE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VIMSJI2)
Synopsis: VIMS is a custom designed system written in MICRorUCUS HIGH
PERFORMANCE conaL. The system can input agc andlor mile.1ge
replacement criteria and forecast when vehicles will reach a ccrt.ain age
or mileage. Systcm lists all equipmcnt to lle replaced on a certain dale.
AGECON(3]
Synopsis: This software uses cconom~c models to arrive at the optimal time of
replacement. AGECON plots operating and maintenance costs ..gainst
ownership costs to determine the lowcst toL,1 cost of a particular
equipment item.
FLEET PLUS[2]
Synopsis: System rccords all maintenance costs, parts inventory, fuel costs ,1ml
provides replacement list based on agclmilc.agc criteria input inln
computer,
FLEET MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMJ2J
Synopsis: This is a mainframe program that produces thirteen different reports on
various vehicle data and operating costs. One report is used solely for
vehiclc rcplaccmcnt and projects replacement in order of the date each
vehide is to be replaced. Replacement forecasts are based on mileage.
1.2.3 Problems With Software Being Used by Respondents
The problems associated with these programs can be summarized as follows:
FLEET COMMAND
Mainframe program difficult for user to modify
Docs not perform equipment cost forecasting
Does not provide a replacement priority list
Requires trained personnel to operate
VEHICLE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Custom designed system
Provides replacement lisl based on the date a certain mileage or age reached
Docs not provide a priority list
AGECON (APPENDIX B)
Docs lIot provide equipmem cost forecasting
Docs not provide a priority listing
FLEET PLUS
Provides a replacement lisl based on the dale a certain mileage or age is reached
Docs nol provide a priority list
REET MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
• Mainframe program canllol be modified by user
Does not forecast equipment costs
Does not provide a priority list
1.2.4, Fundine Required for 1~leet Rcplanmcnt »nd S,'tting FIl'l'(
Replacement Priority List
Fifteen of the seventeen respondents (SO,*,) indicated that they did nnt receive
sufficient funds to replace all equipment requiring replacement. The question then asked
of the respondents, was, "How did they decide the order in which equipment was ltl he
replace?"
In all cases, the answer to this question was subjective amI was in the following
formal:
Usc "worst case scenario", that is, replace the worst or 1IIose "must likcly~
to need extensive work.
Replace equipment with the highest mileage.
Replace equipment based on "occupational neccssilies\ thai is. certain types
of equipment arc absolutely necessary while others arc not as critical.
Keep equipment which will "most likely" be the least expensive 10 operate
and maintain.
Department head sets "priority".
"Establish" a priority list.
Need, usc. ell'. - All tcmpered by currcnt priorities as determined by
government officials (politics).
Essential equipment replaced first.
Implications of not replacing equipment are discussed by
management/government.
1.2.5 Special ))roblems of Respondent..
The main complaint expressed by the respondents was that they did not receive
sufficient funds 10 replace all vehicles and equipment which required replacement in a
given yc.lr. To complicate this maller, these respondents had no quantitative method 10
determine Ihe order in which this equipmenl was (0 be replaced.
Another problem identified by the questionnaire, was related 10 the forecasting
of equipment's flllllre years' costs. This was a problem for Ihe respondent, because of
the required time 10 receive the new equipment after tcnders for this equipment were
caBed. In one case. the average delivery time for Ihe new equipmenl was between 6 to
8 months in duration. This time, coupled wilh the 2 10 4 month delay in getting funds
approved 10 purchase Ihis equipment, meant the respondent had to maintai,l the old
equipment for a period of 810 12 months beyond ils economic life. If the respondent
had been able to forecast the total equipment eosls the year prior to its scheduled
replacement. the new equipment would have replaced the old equipment at the end of its
l'Conomic life.
1.3 TYPES OF EQUIPMENT LIFE




The service life[4] ofa vehicle refers to the amount of lime a vehicle is capable
of operating and rendering useful service, provided il receives adequale mainlenance amI
if worn out parts are replaced with new parts.
The Icchnologicallife[5] ofa vehicle associates the relative decline in productivity
of an older model vehicle, to the increased productivity of a new model vehicle. 111e
design of new equipment is usually modilied from on year to the next in no allcmpl to
increase productivity, hence increasing the attractiveness of buying the new equipment.
One equipment manufacturer has quantilicd this increase in productivity for some of its
equipment by calculating a productivity indcx for this equipment. Thl.: Clllerpillar
Tractor Company produces a publication entitled ·PerspcclivcM l61 for some of the
equipment it produr.es. In this publication, one can lrack the productivity of a machine,
in some cases, as far back as 1947, The technological life of an item of equipment is
therefore the amount of time that passes belween changes in ils productivity index.
The economic life of a machine refers to the time when the total costs for that
machine arc a minimum.[7] Components that make up the total cost arc: uperaling and
maintenance cosls, ownership costs, parts inventory cost, obsolescence cost, tmining
costs and salvage value. These will bc fully discussed in a following section.
1.3.1 Fled Replacement Criteria' Public ys Prjvate Fleets
The criteria used to determine a fleet replacement plan, varies, depending on
whether or nOI the fleel being analyzed is publicly owned or privately owned. Table II
shows the primary concerns for fleet managers of both types of fleets. The following is
a discussion of thescconcerns.
Table II
PRIMARY CONCERNS FOR SETTING FLEET REPLACEMENT
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1.3.2 Publicly Owned Fleet Replacement Criteria
Statistically. it is known Inat failure of some vehicle components is a function of
ti1l1e.t~J This is of particular significance in rubber and plastic parts. In harsh
environments. body components are also affected due to age. In a governmental setting,
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if the purchasing cycle is missed in any given year, the agency may be required 10 spl:nd
unnecessary monies in order to keep the vehicle in opcr:lling condition until the ncxt
cycle occurs.
The age of equipment is expressed in the number of years worked for light duty
vehicles such as cars and trucks. For heavy equipment, the age is usually expressed in
the number of hours worked by the equipment.
Many public agencies use mileage a.~ their governing nL'Ct replacement crilcria.
This is based on the fact lhat, historically, higher mileage will result in hiShcr fililuTc
rates (or a vehicle. Many public agencies used both age and mileage as their main
replacement criteria. This was confirmed by the response to the neet replacement
questionnaire.
Operating Aod Maintenance Exm:nses
Equipment in the same equipment class or type, will develop a pallem of normal
operating expenses. When this pattern is established, individual units in a particular class
can be tracked to determine if units follow the normal pallern of costs. When searching
for the optimum economic life of equipment, this criteria is perhaps the grcatc.~t in
importance. provided that thc informalion is recorded in a form which can be used by
the Oeet manager.
In most public agency environments, there is likely to be Ylmc form of elected
body which is responsible to represent the private and corporate citi7.cns from which most
II
of thc revenues nceded to operate the agency are derived. Political dedsions made by
such groups, can have an affect on how equipment replacement decisions arc made.
These decisions can have Ihe greatest impact on fleet replacement, when monies budgeted
for fleet replacement is transferred or fe-appropriated for other purpn~ in Ihe public
agency. The fleet manager will then require some method of reassessing the equipment
requiring replacement and at Ihc same lime be able to inform the elccted body of the
repercussions of their decisions.
Dlht., CnnsldcOltjlJDS
(i) Safety
In recent years, safely is gaining considerable attention in both public and private
agencies. Certain equipment will require replacement based on tlie fact that serious
injury to personnel or damage to property may result due to the condition of that
equipmcnt. The costs associated with these injuries or damages. can be greater than the
cost of replacing the defective equipment. These costs could be in the form of
Workman's Compensation payments. fines levied from the local Occupational Health and
Safety Dcpartment or legal claims as a result of injury or property damages.
•.3.3 Privately Owned Fleet Rep)jlccment Criteria
~
The difference between the purchase price and the resale value of a vehicle is
defined as deprccialion.[8] In privately owned neets. depreciation usually has the
grealest financial impact on the replacement decision. The loss in value of a vehicle,
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often has a greater impact on neet costs tlmn docs maintenance costs. Knowlcrlg~ablc
fleet managers place great emphasis 011 the impact of depreciation when tlclcrminin~
which vehicles should be replaced.
~
By acquiring equipment at the lowest possible price. without compromising
quality, the fleet manager can reduce the difference between the purchase price and the
resale value or tile equipment. Private nee! owners can usually ncgolialc lhe price of this
equipment on aone-on-one basis with the cquipmenl dealer. Wilh Pllblicly owned nCcL~.
the acquisition of equipment is normally done through a lcotler call, where the llCquisitill1l
price may not neces!.arily be the lowest price. In NewfounJlillld, the provincial
preference policy has been a factor in this regard.
Repl!lt('menl Timing
During certain times of the year, the resale value 01' equipment will he grClltcr
than at other times. Generally, the highest resale value will be achieved during thc firsl
few weeks of the new model year; September to mid-November. Resale vOllllC.~ drop
substantially during the winter months due to decreasing consumer delll;md. Private ned
managers watch the resale markct very closely so that they can gel lhe grc;tlcst rCSillc
value of their old equipment and at the same lime minimi1.c the depredation on ncwly
acquired equipment.
This factor has been discussed under Section 1.3.2.
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MllinlelljlllCt; lind Itl'1hhililY
Maintcl1ancc and operating costs for private neets will be the same as those in the
puhlicly owned fleet provided the lahour costs for mechanical repair personnel are
similar. The reliability of the private flcct can have a detrimental effect on the private
flcct organizational profits. If a private firm bids a certain project assuming the use of
a certain vehicle, and thai vehicle should break down during the execution or the project,
a replacemellt vehicle will either have to be purchased or rented. This extra cost will
Ul.'(:fC:lSC the tlVCT;lll profit of the private fleet owner.
Yrl!.itJ~
At resale, vehicles which have received good care earn the highest value. If
orcrdtur.~ arc made m:counlablc for the condition of their vehicles, the private fleet owner
COIll cxrccl 10 ilchievc lhc highest resale value for its equipment.
From time 10 timc. Canadian and U.S. governments enact Investment Tax Credit
(ITC) laws which cl1cour<lge the purchase of new equipment. The impact of such laws
change wilh the length of time lhe equipment is kept in service. Also, some governments




This has been discussed in Section 1.3.2.
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(ii) Image
Vehicle age or condition may ha~c a subs1:l.lllinl effect 011 Ihe im:.gc of a private
company. When i rnportant clients arc lr.msporlcd in comp.1ny vehicles, the image of lhat
company will be enhanced by the good condition of its vehicles. Likewise, equipment
in good condition being used on projects, will give c1ienls the confidence to continue
dealing with such companies on future projects where this equipment is rcquin.'d.
(iii) Employee Mamie
High employee morale will undoubtedly C!"C<lIC inCrc.1scd productivity. l:mp)oyl:cs
working with equipment which has low downtime, will likely he less frustrated wilh
trying to complete their assigned jobs. They will also become more inlcrcsll'd in kl:cping
the P.quipmcnl properly maintained.
1.4 SOFTWARE
1.4.1~y Available SQOwarc
A market search, of commercially available ncet managemcnt softwMC paek:lge~,
was performed. Table 3 shows a lolal of 40 software packages are available for various
fleet management functions. Nine (23%) of these software packages have some nlXI
replacement analysis capabilities. Three of these nine packages, use age/mileage as
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Three software packages (7%) co perform forecasting functions, and is (lone on
the basis of determining when a vehicle will reach a certain age or mileage.
One of the software packages (3%) has the capability of providing a listing (If
vehicles which require replacement. Vehicles arc selected for replacement if they meet
the software replacement criteria. III this particular case, vehicles which have rcaclll'd
a certain age/mileage are selected for rcplaccmcm.
It has been found that most computerized neet management pack.1gcs arc nO!
appropriate for municipal applicalions.(91 Despite the variety of programs and systems
available, many facts and fantasies arise aftcr these systems CIrc implcmcI11Cl.l.lIOI
None of the software packages listed in Table III can be mudified \.ly thc user.
The only flexibility the user has with some of these packages is in the inpul of
rcplacement criteria. Some of these programs will give the user a choice of rcplacement
criteria permitted to be uscd with the systcm.
Appcndix B gives a detailed listing of software p'lckages shown in Table 3 which
provides; vendor information, hardware rcquirements, and a synopsis of C<lch software
package.
I.S PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
The purpose of the research is as follows:
To devclop an equipment replacement modcl for publicly owned fleets which will
incorporate lhe following capabilities:
(a) Forecast future equipment costs.
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(b) The model will provide the fleet owner with the optimum equipment
replacement time.
(c) The model will provide the flcct owner with a priority listing giving the
order in which the equipment is to be replaced.
(d) The model will be user friendly and not require computer programming by
the fleet owner.
(c) The model will be flexible so that it can be modified by the owner as
required.
1.6 METHODOLOGY
The research presented in this thesis was developed based on the following
methodology:
Publicly owned ilgcncics were polled to determine how equipment replacement
analysis W<lS performed on their fleet.
2. A literature review, in the area of fleet management, was performed to identify
sources of information in this area. The types of equipmf:ntlife and Ihe criteria
IIscd for both public and private fleets were researched.
J. Available software packages in this field were researched and analyzed.
4. The various costs associated with total equipment costs as discussed.
5. All types of equipment replacement analysis techniques are reviewed.
6. Forecasting tcchniques for equipment costs in a time series are analyzed.
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7. A method of equipment replacement analysis is recommended which incorpornlcs
equipment costs, forecasting and a priority listing of equipment to be replaced.
8. The recommended fleet rCJ:laccmcnt analysis model is implemented with an
existing publicly owned fleet.
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Chapter 2
FLEET REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
There are several nee! replacement analysis techniques available to the fleet
manager. The complexity of these techniques is varied. Therefore, the type of fleet
replacement analysis technique chosen, should fit the operational needs of the fleet
In most cases, the fleet replacement process will exhibit several common traits.
These ChllTaCICrislics can be summarized by Figure 2.1. This figure shows a typical fleet
rClllacclllcnt process.
With the neel replacement process in place. the fleet manager requires cost data
on the equipment being analyzed. Several cost factors should be considered in the total
equipment costs. These costs can be summarized as follows:
I. Ownership Costs
2. Operating and Maintenance Cosls
J. Downtime COSts
4. ParIs Inventory Costs
5. Training Costs
6. Obsolescence Costs
Thcse cost factors, as well as the various types of equipment replacement analysis
Il'Chniqucs will be discussed in this section.
Figure 2.1
'0
THE FLEET REPLACEMENT PROCfSS
Equipment hlelllifi~.li<ln







Annual equipment ownership costs, as the name implies, refers to the annual costs
incurred by an agency to own cquipmcnt.{ll] Several factors can be considered in the
determination of lhcsc costs as follows:
I. Depreciation
2. Investment Cosl, TaJlics, Insurance, Storage and Miscellaneous
The following sl'ctions shall briefly discuss each of these factors.
2.2.1.1~
Dcpn:cialion is defined as the annual decrease in equipment value through wear,
deterioration or obsolescence. The profilable neet owner must recover the loss in value
of equipment during ils usdu! life.
The general term depreciation should nol be confused with the specific term
dcprt'<:ialioll accouilling.[ 121 Depreciation accounting is the systematic allocation of the
costs of a capital investment over a specific number of years. There are three reasons
for calculating the depreciation accounting value of equipment. They are:
I. To provide (he owner with an easily calculated estimale of the current market
value of the equipment.
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2. To provide a systematic method for allocating the depreciation portion of
equiprrenl ownership costs over a specific lime period.
3. To aUocale the depreciation portion of ownership costs in such a manner to
accrue the greatest tax benefits.
To determine the depreciation orany type of equipment, the following information
is required:
I. The original purchase price of the equipment.
2. The approximate economic life of the equipment. (Term)
3. The estimated resale value of the equipment. (SalvnJ;c)
With this information, depreciation can be calculated \Ising several methods.
Three of the most common methods arc:(12]
I. Stmight Line Method
2. Sum of Year Digits Method
3. Declir....g Balance Method
A description of these methods is available ;n an)' economics reference book.
2.2.1.2 Inyestment Cost. Taxes. Insurpoce Storage nod Misct:llilneo.m:
Investment costs are costs associated with interest payments on money borrowed
to purchase new equipment. Many owners chalge interest as part of hourly ownership
and operating costs while others consider it as general overhead in the overall
opcration.[13} Interest is usually based on the owners average annual investment in the
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unit and il should be considered whether or nOI the machine is purchased outright or
financed.
All !.axcs and insur&llet which are assessed against each machine should be
included in ownership costs. The Canadian and U.S. Governments sometimes enact tax
laws which can have positive or negative effects on ownership costs. In some cases, tax
credits are provided to encourage equipment purchases. In other cases, Lues are levied
against vehicles based on the vehicles value al any given time. In lhe United States,
some slales lax personal properly, including vehicles. In most situations, the tax declines
as a vehicle ages.
Olher factors which could be associated with ownerShip costs, would be storage
fr.:cs stich as rent or maintenance costs of equipment storage yards and buildings.
Miscellaneous ownership costsll4J such as wages for security guards, for protection of
the equipment neel, expenses for handling equipment in and out of storage may also be.
considered as owncrship costs. An example of this cost could be float charges for dozers
and track cxcavators.
2.2.2 Ooertlting and Maintenpnce Costs
111C most significant factor affecting the total equipment cost is the operating and
maintenance (O&M) costs. The operating costs would include all costs associated with
lhe equipment's opcralion such as fucl. oil, nuids, and all other items required for the
emdenl operation of a panicutar equipment item,
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The maintenance costs would include all costs associal\,.'(\ with the repair of the
equipment item for both preventative and demand maintenance. These cosls would
include all labour, parts, and equipment costs required for such maintenance.
Preventative maintenance would involve scheduled service checks on lhe equipmelll
which, in theory, should reduce some of the demand maintenance requirements. Demand
maintenance would involve the repair of equipment due 10 damage to or the malfunction
of the equipment item.
2.2.3 Downtime Cost Factor
Consideration in the determination orlhis cost factor arc the internal and edema!
equipment rental rales, operators wages, overtime rales, and any costs incurred uue 10
the delay of work.
Annual downtime hours can be obt.ained from the neet cost tracking mechanism
being used by the agency.
The Internal and external rates of all equipment must be known. If an :lCcncy has
to rent "outside" equipmcnt 10 replacc onc of its equipment itcms, this is an extra cost
which must be borne by the agency.
The wages paid to the operator, of a machine lhat is down for reJXlirs, mu.~t also
be considered in the total downtime cost of the machine. For some public agencies, lhis
cost will vary depending on how it can deal with the idle operator. Wherc collective
agreements are in place. there may be restrictions placed on how the operator can be
used once the machine he/she is assigned 10 is down for repairs. If the uperator is not
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permitted to opcrat~ another type of equipment, or does not possess the knowledge and
e.xperience· 10 operate another type of equipment, the wages of that operator will be
another cosl consideration in the downtime cost factor.
One method of determining downtime cost is by using the following formula:
Equation 2-1
Where
en =' Downtime cost in a given year
D = Downtime percentage of existing machine
HI' z= Planned annual usage of existing machine in hours
eN = Hourly cost of replacement machine
2.2.4 Purts Inventory Cost
Another cost lhal must be considered in the total equipment cost, is the cost of
paris inventory alld the carrying costs associated with stocking those paris.
The cosl of paris inventory can be obtained from the agencies inventory ft.'cords.
Idenny. parts should be categorized by equipment make, The cost of the same type of
parts itcms. lllay bc different for machines in the same class of equipment, due to
differcnces in design of each particular make of machine.
The c.mying charges incurred by the agency are also an important consideration
in the determination of the parts invenlory cost. TIle method whieh this cost could be
determined, would be to a"ply the appropriate inflation factor as a function of lime, to
the particular parts item.
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2.2.5 Training Costs
The cost to train operators in the safe operation of Ihe various equipment types
is also an important cost consideration in the total equipment cost. 111is cost will vary
r..:pending on the type of equipment involved.
Training can Dc done either in-house or providcu by professional equipment
operator training schools. For large agencies, lh~ in-house approach lIIay be tlll' best
alternative for the training for personnel. Using this method the upcmlor could be
trained on the equipment item helshe may be required \0 opcrnlc once the training i.~
completed.
For smaller agencies. the professional equipmellt 0l>cralor training sehoul may
best suit their needs. These agencies will have less equipment 10 1::111 on for in-huuse
training and will not have a great need to employ its own cquipmcnt operator tr.lining
personnel.
2.2.6 Obsolescenn: Cost
As an equipment item ages, there may be a cost associated with the obsolescence
of thai particular Iype of machinc.
As advances arc made in the tcchnology of certain equipmcnt items dc~ign, older
machincs become less efficient than similar new machines. An <ldditional cost is incurred
on the agency due to a decrease in Ihe efficiency of the older equipmcnt item. The older
machine may have to war:'" longer to produce the same result of that of a new sirnil,lr
machine.
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Improvements in the quality of equipment componenls, such as stronger materials
and the acc;cssihility of replacement parts will also have .m affect on the obsolescence
costufa p<lrricu[ar equipment item.
I}rovidcd the appropriate information is available, the obsolescence cost can be
calculated from thl; following formula:
Equation 2-2
Where
Co '" Obsolescence COSI in a given year
1'1. '" !'roduclion loss of existing machine in percent
HI' = Planned annual usage of existing machine in hours
C\ = l'hlUrly cosl of the replacement machine
2.2.7 Shltldardizcd US!lg~
When comparing the lolal equipment costs for the various equipment types,
cOllsiu"raliol1 IlIUSI be given to the amount of usage each item of equipment receives.
To illustrate this, Iwo similar equipmcnt itcms arc compared. An older machine may
have less tolal operaling and mainlcnance costs than a new machine. If an equipment
replacement analysis is done based only on these costs, the new machine would be
scheduled for replacement before thc older machine. If, however, the usage of each
madillC is inc(l'1xlT<lt~'d illto tllese costs, lhe results would be lhe opposite. This can be




Cs = Standardized Operating and Maintcnance Cosls
Ts = Standard Operating Units for Equipmcnt Type
T" = Actual Operating Units for Equipment Type
C" = AClual Operating and Mi\inlenancc Cosls lor Equipmenl Type
Pigure 2,2 shows how usage of equipmcnt can affcct cquipmcnt Cllsts, 11 also
shows how these costs can be slandardized for the purposes of e(lnipmCIlI rcplaccmcllt
analysis,
COST COMPARISON I)F I::QUJI'MI~NT BASEl> ON l)n:Jo1~Rl':NT tlSAGE
Stanw.rdi~ Annu~l USlIllt (huur~);
Annual Equip. COSI. C"
-Mllchint ~A·
Annual ElI"ip, e""l, C"
-Mllchin,,"B"
Annual Equip. USlIgt (hr~), T"
·Mllchinc "A"
Annu~l E'luip. USlIIl" (Ilts), T"
-M..chin" "S"
Stanllariud EllUip. e,,~t, C,
- Machine ~A·
Sl<Inliaril.:d EllUip. Cn't, C.
-Mllchin,,"B"
lSOOh"uts rcr year
Y""r I Yeur 2 Year 3 Y<:l,r <1 Vcur 5 Y"",r « 'l'''lfll
33,165 12,507 27,402 34,SOI 4U,1I36 37,724 11I{"lJ.~
2J,07940,02146,90559,5314O,03539,tm1.M"bb3
1.750 1,200 1,400 1,530 l.5UU lI,lUII
1.660 2,200 \,900 1,950 1,600 I,no 11,2.111
34,113 24,470 41,103 44,3511 4H,042 45,2m 2J1,J5.~
22,857 32,744 44.436 54,')52 45,0]9 36,1049 23(,/171





Three types ofcquipmcni replacement analysis techniques will be discussed in this
section. 1llcyan::
I. Ufc Cycle Cost Method
2. Interval Life Method
J. Nomographs
2.3.1 Life Cycle Cos, Method
The life cycle cost ml'lhod of equipment replacement analysis refers to the
analysis of lhe various equipment cost factors previously discussed in Section 2.2.
Figure 2..1 shows a typical life cycle cost method for equipment replacement analysis.
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This method calculates the total annual equipment costs. These cosls arc then
plotted againsllimc. The optimum time to replace the equipment being am\lyzcd, would
be when these costs are a minimum. Figure 2.4 shows the typical relationship between
thesccosts.
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B Operating and Maintenance Costs
C'" Total Annual Costs for Perlod
l-igurc 2.4
!I. slight variation to this method is wilh the usc of ~average" annual equipment
costs.(4j [nlhis method, the optimum replacement time is when average annual
equipment cosls arc a minimum. Figure 2.5 illustrates the relationship of these costs.
The average annual costs(4] can be calculated from the following formula:
P - 5.. +l~ X,
MAC. =~ Equation 2-4
Where
MAC. ::: Mean Annual Cost at Period R
== Purchase Price at Time T=O
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SR = Salvage Value aI Period R
EX, = Sum of Periods Equipment Costs
R = Year of RC11acemeni
The lime value of mOlll':Y must be included in all equiplllent cost faclor amounts.
Appendix C shows a typical example of equipment replacement analysis using
average annual equipment costs.





2.3.2 Interval Life Method
This method is used where the fleet owner uses age and/or mileage as fleet
replacement criteria. In this method the fleet owner replaces equipment that has reached
its replacement age or mileage criteria. This method is very simple and requires little
analysis. The data required for tllis method of analysis would be the age and/or mileage
of the equipment. If the owner's mileage replacement criteria was 100,000 km, all
vehicles with ocdomclcr readings greater than 100,000 km would be replaced. Similarly,
if the age replacement criteria was live years for a certain type of equipment, all vehicles
oIlier than five years of age would be replaced.
2.3.3~
Commercially prepared nomographs[14] arc available for equipment replacement
analysis. They arc a graphical representation of the life cycle costing method previously
lJiscusSl,(1. They arc inexpensive, straighlforward and easy to usc. These nomographs
can be used without any special mathematical or statistical skills. The information
required to usc these nomographs are:
1. Purchase price of the equipment
2. Total maintenance cost to dale
3. The age of the equipment
4. The purchase price of a new machine














Initial cosl: $8,000. Total muinto:nance evst t"dotll; $7,200. AI."': 6 Y""r". Itcl'll.cell",nl Cnsl:
$14.000. Repl..c.: tho: vehicle when the mainlenanco: cnst for the nClt YIlOlr i.~ rll~llClc<.l.t $).3011 or
gr~ter.1141
Figure 2.6
The projected cost of repairs for lhe next yc.'\r will determine whether equipment
replacement is necessary. Figure 2.6 shows ;\ lypical nomo~r<lph used for cquillmelll
replacement analysis. This nomograph calculates lhc mallimum pcnnissihle "l:conumic"
maintcnance costs for the nelll year. If the actual mainlenance costs in the nellt year
exceeds this amount, the equipment should be replaced.
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2.4 ECONOMIC LIFE OF EOUIPMENT USING
PERFORMANCE FACTORS
Equipment owners should be interested in obtaining the lowest possible cost per
unit of production.112] In order to determine the most economical time to replace
f..'quipmclll, accumte records orthe various equipment costs associated with each machine
must be kepI. Similarly, accurale records of the equipment performance indicators must
he mainl<-linctl.
Typical performance ir:!licalors can be hours of use OT, volume of material
cxcaV".tI!..'d. The neel owner can then calculate a yearly production cost per machine in
terms of co:.1 per hour of usage or cost per vo{ume of material excavated.
The flccl owner would consider replacing a machine, when the annual prodoction
cost of the machine begins 10 increase. This method of analysis could be incorporated






Decisions in the private and public scctor{15j depend on the perceptions of fUlure
outcomes that will affect the benefits and costs of possible altcmativc cour~s of Olcliol1.
Since these alternatives take place in the future, they musl be foTl.><:,\sl.
Accurate fore<:asls of future equipment costs will help the Ikel owner m<lkc the
equipment replacement decision prior \0 the end of the equipment's economic life. '111is
will enable the ncct owner to avoid spending excessive amounts of nl(1uics on ccrt<lin
types of repairs, and also provide the lead time required in some <lrellS, to order the new
replacement vehicle.
An extremely useful form of forecasting procedure is time .~crics all'llysis. A time
series is a sci of st..,tistical observations arranged in Chronological order. In the Cil.';C uf
fleet rcplacemcni analysis. lhese obselvations would be lhc annual lolal cosls for n picce
of equipment.
The prediction of any time series in flcct replacement <lnalysis jnvolvc.~ the
examination of past equipment costs. Methods of time series analysis arc lJcscriplive in
nature and do not provide for probability statements concerning future even Is. It is
important to note that these methods must be always supplemented by sound subjective





3.2 METHODS OF FORECASTING FUTURE YEARS'
CQSIS
The following types l)f forecasting methods shall be investigated:
I. The Method of Least Squares
2. Second Degree Polynomial Function
3. Logarithmic Trend Line
4. Moving Average Method
5. Exponential Smoothing
6. Box-Jenkins Method
3.2.1 Method of ]&051 Squares
The method of least squares is used to fit trend lines becausc of its simplicity.
It should be recognized that while using this method for times series analysis, the USllo11
probabilistic assumptions made in regression analysis arc nol me\. This is bcc.U!sc in
lime series analysis, lime is the independent variable, "X" and equipment ..:osts Ihc
dependent variable "Y". It is nOI reasonable to think of the deviation ofaclual equipmcnt
costs in a given yezr from the compuled trend value as a random error. Also, [lie
assumption of independence in regression analysis is nol mel in the case of time scric.~
analysis. Equipment com in a given year surely are not independent of wh.ll Iht.:y wen:
in the preceding year.
The method of least squares produces a straight line in the form of the following
equation:
Where
Y, = a + bX, Equation 3-1
v, ;; Equipment Cost at Time T
a ;; Intercept on Y-axis
b ;; Slope of the Trend Line
X, ;; Time, t (in years)
The slope, b, of the Ire .,1.1 line is calculated from the following formula:
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n = Number of Years of Data
The intercept of the trend line is calculated from:
Where
a = y- b x Equation 3-3
"" Mean of All Equipment Cost Data
,. Mc..n of the x, Values
3.2.2 Forccasting a Second Degree Polynomial FunctioD with the
Method or l&»sl Squares
Thl: second degree polynomial trend line can be filted[l7] in the form of the
following equation:
Where
<I "" V-axis Intercept
b, := Estimated Linc.1f Effect on Y,
Un = Estimated Curvilinear Effect on Y,
Equation 3-4
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3.2.3 Forecasting Using !l Logarilhmic Trend ltine
The cqu3lion of the logarithmic lim: thai would dcscrihc lhe trend of" lime series
is as (0110'1S:
Log Y, = a + bx Equation 3-11









Afler "a" and "b~ arc calculated, VT can be calculated by sub~lituting v<tlm:.'i of
x (time) into the trend equation.
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l.ogarilfnnic seconu-degree curves can also be filled to time series in which the
trend is increasing al an increasing or decreasing percentage rate. For polynomials
greater than the third degree, this method of foreauling is not recommended as curves
compu[C(] by such polynomials permit many changes in direction. These curves do not
have the smooth, continuous movement characteristic of a time series.
3.2.4 Moving Average Method of Forecllsting
The moving average method of forecasting is one of the simplest time series to
usc.1l1l1 This ll.:chniquc assumes Ihal the pattern exhibited by the historical dala can be
rcprc.'iCJllcd hy lhe arithmetic means of past data. The simplest moving average model





M, '= Moving Average 011 Time T
Y, '" Actual Value of the Dala at Time T
N '" Numlxr of periods included in the Moving Average
Y,.! '" EstimalcValucofDataatTime,T+l
Equipmen' COSl d:lla usually exhibits some form of increasing trend as a function
of lilllC. The simple moving aver<lge method described above may be inappropriate in
these caSl.'s. HOI trend is presenl in the cost data, the simple moving average values will
lag bl.'hind the ,lclual data. To correct for this problem, a double moving average MT
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should be Cillculalfo:d. To calculate ""lr. each valuc of P,,'l r is tl\:.1lCd as one data point ami
a second moving average is calculated based on My ob~rvations. This can be Clpn:s5l.'d
by the following formula:
M, + M..J + ....M.... 1
Equ<ttion J-12
The double moving avcr. ge forecast is based on thc following formula:
F.quallon 3-13
• denotes forecast value
The constant, -a,", and slope, "b", of the formula can he calculated <Il. flll10WS:
Equation :\·14
Equatiun J-15
In using equation )·13 10 develop the nelt yc.u's equipmenl cost, t has a value
of I.
As each new data observation becomes available. new valuC5 fllr -a," ;/,nd -b- in
equations 3·14 and 3-15 respectively, can be calculated. A new next yc.1.r fllrecast COlli
then be dctermi~.
3.2.5 Exponential Smoothing
Exponential smoothing is a widely used time·series rorceasting model. Ncw
forecasts are derived by adjusling the prior forecast to rcn(,.'Ct its rorceast error. In this
way. the forecasts arc continually being revised based on past experience.
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Eltponcnlial smoothing offers several advantages over other forecasting techniques
as follows:
I. EII.poncntial smoothing models mesh very easily with computer systems.
2. Dam storage reQuirements arc minimal compared to other forecasting
tcchniques.
3. Exponential smoothing models react morc quickly to changes in economic
conditions than do moving average models.
In single exponential smoothing, the forecast for the next year and all subsequent
years, is determined by adjusting the current year forecast by a portion of the difference
between the forecast and actual value.
The basic formula for single exponential smoothing is as follows:
Equation 3-16
Where
S\ = Single Exponential Smoothing Value
Y, = AClUal Value in Time Period I
0: = the Smoothing Constant (OS; 0: ~ I)
II can be sholVn that 0::: is related approximately to the number of periods in a
simple moving avernge by the folluwing formula:
0::: = 2
i1+l Equation 3-17
Another mcthod of selccting an appropriate value for 0::: is by investigating a
gmph of the data ovcr time. If (hc plot shows little variation in the data, a small value
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of 0:: should be chosen. If the plot shows great variations in Ihe dala, a corresponding
greater value of 0:: should be selected by the user.
Olher methods of exponential smoothing which can be used are: (API'ENDIX D)
1. Double Exponential Smoothing
2. Winter's Method (Seasonal)
3. Brown's Linear Exponelltial Smoothing
4. Triple Exponential Smoothing
5. Adaptive - Response - Rate Exponential Smoothing
6. Holts EKponcnlial Smoothing
3.2.6 Box-Jenkins FQrecqsting Ml·thod
The Box-Jenkins Method of forecasting is a self-projecting lime series modeL
This method of forecasting is based on statistical concepts and principles. 'Ille Box-
Jenkins method of forecasting can be used jf the following requirements arc lIlel:
1. Data representing the historical behaviour of whal you want 10 forecast is
available.
2. This data is suHicient in quantity La establish a track record.
3. The forecasting required is shorl to medium tcrm.
The computations involved in the Box-Jenkins method arc much too labourious
and time consuming to perform by hand. A computer is an absolute must if the user i.~
to successfully utilize this forecasting method.
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Many commercially available Box-Jenkins programs are available through




FLEET REPLACEMENT MODEL FOR
PUBLICLY OWNED FLEETS
4.1 MODEL STRATEGY
The development of a fleet replacement analysis model for publicly owned fl(,.'Cls
(FRAPOF MODEL), requires the determination of a model strategy. 'nlc stmtcgy heing
proposed in this model is as follows:
I. The model must be adaptable and easily modified to meet the users specific
needs.
2. It must have the ability to compile equipment data in a concise and Illgical
]. It must have the ability to forecast future costs.
4. It must provide the user with all equipment replacement priority list.
The modd will consist of five modules as shown in rigurc 4.1.
4.1.1 Adapting and Modifying the Modt'l
The FRAPOF Model developed will be adaptable 10 most spreadsheet computer
software packages. The inlent of the model, is to provide the uscr with a spreadshcct
which will perform scveral mathematic functions using sprC<ldshcct packages such as
Lotus 1·2·3.[J9]
Using the cKisting software packages will serve two purposes:
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TilE FLEET REPLACEMENT MODEL (FRAPOF)
J.lgul'c 4.1
I. Eliminate the need for complex computeT programming by the user.
2. The model can be adapted and modified by users who are comfortable
working with their chosen spreadsheet software packages.
4.1.2 Compiling Equipment nata
The FRAPOF Model developed, will compile various types of information about







4.1.3 Forecasting Future Equipment Costs
The FRAPOF Model call perform time series forecasting by any of the techniques
described in this thesis. The model will calculate Ihe equipment cosls fur olle yc"r into
the future. The method of forecasting chosen will be til the discretion of the uscr.
4.1.4 Replacement Priority List
The model will determine the optimum time to replace equipment amI will provide
the user with a priority listing of this equipmellt. The priority Jist will be b'L~L'(] 011 II
cosl·benefit relationship as well as allow the user to assign an equipment importam:c
faclor to each vehicle. This will show the relative importance of each vehicle \0 Ihe
fleet.
4.2 EQillPMENT INVENTORY MODULE
The equipment inventory module consists of a lile containing inrormation ahout
each equipment item in the fleet. Figure 4.2 shows the type or inrormalion III he
compiled.
The idcntitication numbcr can be dctcrmincd in any rorm by the user. The nnly






The eqnipment class is a description of the type of equipment being studied.
Appendix F gives a listing of most lyj.ICs of equipment used by public agencies.
The- llIodei year indicates when the vehicle was manufactured.
The purchase price is the original price paid by the public agency for the
equipment. This will be used in the priority module.
The equipment usage is the annual number of hours the machine worked in a
given yellT.
The equipment manufacturer is the producer of the equipment.
4.3 EQUIPMENT COST MODULE
The equipment cost module, is a record of annual equipment coSls. Each of Ihe
equipmenl cost f:letors discUSSl'd in Section 2.0 will be incorporated into this module.
'0
This module consists of scpmatc files which record the allnual costs for each
factor. They are then integrated into one file, where the lolal annual costs arc compik'tl










The accuracy of the recorded data. in this module is an important faclor in the
validity of the results obtained in the forecasting, replacement .md priority modules.
4.4 FORECASTING MODULE
The forecasting module is the mechanism where equipment's future CllstS <Ire
predicted. Any or tile forecasting tcchniques discussed in Section 3.1, can be used in this
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module. The primary objective of this module is to determine the predicted next year
cost for usc in the replacement and priority modules.
4.5 REPLACEMENT MODULE
This module utilizes data from the equipment ,:ost module and forecasting
modules discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The purpose of this module is
to determine when equipment costs arc minimum. Using data base functions, the module
will provide the user with a listing of equipment replacement candidates. The candidates
willlhcn be used in the priority module,
4.6 PRIORITY MODULE
This is the final stage of the FRAPOF Model process. This module uses
information from the equipment inventory, cost, forecasting and replacement modules,
to provide the user with a priority listing of equipment to be replaced. The module
calculates a replacement priority faclor for eaeh equipment replacement candidate. This
faclor is based on the following formula:
Wh~re
C, + C'+I - 5.tl
F, ~ _----.p',__
Fr = Priority Factor
Equation 4-1
C, = TOlal Cost to Date Including Ownership Co~is
C" I = Forecasted Equipment Cost Next Year
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S'~l = Salvag~ Value of Equipment Next Year
P, = Purchase Price of a New Replacement Vehicle
This is (he ratio of tolal equipment cost including the predicted next year cost 10
the purchase price of the new replacement vehicle.
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Chapter 5
IMPLEMENTING THE FRAPOF MODEL
WITH AN EXISTING FLEET
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The FRAPOF Model described in Chapler 4, has been implemented with a
publicly owned neet consisting of 252 vehicles. The total value of this fleet has been
estimated to be approximately 515,500,000. This agency budgets $1,500,000 annually
for C(juipmcnl replacement, bUl, this amount has been reduced in some years by as much
as $500,000 due to budgetary restraints.
The agency docs usc a neel management model which was prepared by a
consulting firm. The model did not perform up to the CX~latiol1s of the agency. The
model was modified by lhe agency's own staff to produce a nee! replacement priority list
Ihal was eventually acceptable \0 the agency.
"l1lis model continues to be used by the agency although it is uncertain if the
model produces a true economic life cycle replacement program.
Annual capital budgets for the agency are approved during the months of April
or May each year. Typically, ollce approval is given, tenders are called and equipment
if finally received, a period of 6 months has passed. No method of forecasting is used
by the agency that would allow for this delay in receiving the new equipment.
5.2 FRAPOF EOUIPMENT INVENTORY MODULE
The following section deals with the implementation of the equipment inventory
module with the public agency. This module follows the fOfmal outlined in Section 4.2.
Appendix G shows the equipment inventory sprc..1.dshcCI for Ihi~ nee!.
5.2.1 Equipment Unit Numhers
The unit numbers chosen by the public agency were developed 10 pnwidc lhe
following information:
1. Manufacturer
2. Classification of Equipment
3. Model Year
4. Identification Number















5.2.2 Equipment ClassHk'ptjon Model Mpnufacturer and Purc;hase
!Iig;
This data is in lhe equipment inventory module for the purpose of quick reference
for personnel nol familiar with the unil number Coding. By simply looking at each unit
nUlnhcr, the user can get a description of the particular equipment item.
The purchasc price of the equipment item is provided for two reasons:
I. It provides the uscr with a record of the equipment item cost.
2. Thi~ data is used in lhe replacement module to determine the annual
uwncrship cust of the particular unit. The ownership cost in this case is the
anllual depreciation of the equipment item.
5.2.3 Annual IJsill:c 1I0llrs
The annual usage hours are included in this module for two purposes:
I. It givc.<; the uscr a record of annual usage on particular equipment items.
_. 'I11csc hours cmi be used by the ncet manager for lhe purpose of standardizing
the equipment COSl of machines thai have relatively low usage eompared 10
other vehicles in the same classification. This is discussed in Seclion 2.2.7.
The ilnnual lIsilge hours for this agency's neel were incomplete and, therefore,
nUl used for analysis purposes in lhis model.
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5.3 FRAPOF EOUIPMENT COST MODULE
The following section discusses the implementation of the equipment cost module
of the FRAJ>OF Model as described in Section 4.3.
5.3.1 Ownership Costs
'Ibe only ownership cost used by this agency was depreciation. This was
t,,,lcul<tlCd based on straight line depreciation as described in Section 2.2.1.1 using a
1.(Jlus 1-2·} spreadsheet. Appendix H shows a typical ownership cost spreadsheet for
this fleet. Figure 5.3.1 shows the first sheet of the ownership cost module for this fleet.
5.3.2 .QnVl'llting lind Maintenance Costs
Operating and maintenance costs (O&M) for the fleet were obtained from the
agency's l1eel cosl dala records. This dala has been compiled by the agency since 1983.
[nfmmatinl1 on equipment dala prior \0 this dale was not available. Figure 5.3.2 shows
lhe l'irsl sheet of lhe O&M Cost Module for this neeL
The O&M spreadsheet for this nect is shown in Appendix J.
5.3.3 Downtime I'jlrfs Ohsolescence and Trainin~
The agcn~'y did not have COSI data for any of these cost factors that was in a
1I.~flll (nrlll. Any inform.llion available was eilher incomplete or inaccurate.
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5.4 FRAPOF FORECASTING MODULE
The forecasting module used for this neet. utilil.CS all Cl)st data av'lilablc in the
equipment cost modules discussed in Section 5.3. The lotal equipment cosl for C<lch
equipment item ;s compiled in this module. A forecasting mood, using the method of
least squares, calculates the total equipment cost for the "next yc;\r". Figure 5.4 shows
the first sheet of the Forecasting Module for this nec!. Appendix J shows a typical
module spreadsheet for this ncct.
5.5 FRAPOF REPLACEMENT MODULE
The FRAPOr- replacement module U:...lS data frolll the Cllsi and furccaslillg
modules, previously discussed, to determine if an cquirmcnt item rC(lllin:s TCpI<ICCl1lCII1.
From Figure 2.3, it can be seen that equipment costs arc minimum when the difference
in the equipment item's annual ownership cost and total cquiplIlclit cost is minimum.
The FRAPOF replacement module uses this theory to detcrmine if C(juipmcnt
replacement is required. Figure 5.5 shows the firsl shcet of thc 1:tjllipll1Clll Itclll,u;cmcnt
Module for Ihis neel.
Appendix K shows a typical r:RAPOF replacement sprc.,dshl'Ct for thi.~ nccl.
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5.6 FRAPOF PRIORITY MODULE
The order in which equipment, identified for replacement in the previous section,
is to be replaced is determined in the FRAPOF priority module. This module determines
a priority factor for each equipment item based on the ratio of the sum of the lotal
equipment costs to date, 10 the cost 10 purchase a similar new equipment item. This is
shown in Equati~n 4-1. This module also provides the user with a cumulative purchase
price column, where any budgetary cUI-ofr line can be drawn. Figure 5.6 shows the first
ShL'C1 of the Equipment Replacement Priority Module for this fieet. Appendix L shows
a typical priority module spreadsheet for this fiect.
5.7 DISCUSSION OF FRAPOE RESULTS FOR THIS
FLEET
Ifall equipment listed on the priority module spreadsheet were to be replaced, the
IOlul monies required would be SIO,I60,OOO. The annual equipment budget for this
agcncy is $1.500.000. It is obvious that this agency will have to increase its annual
cquipl11cnI hudgcl. if it is 10 take advantage of the benefits of the economic life of its
cquipmcilt. Mcclmnical repair cosls for Ihis neet are likely 10 increase if equipment
rClllaccl1lclll is performed al ils present rate. II is in:~resting to note that the tOlal monies
requircd for mechanical repairs to equipmenl in this neet is approximately $4,900.000
per year (1991 dollars).
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As onc would expect, the equipment replacement priority list in Figure 5,6 shows
most of the older machines as those with the highest priority to be replaced. This is
because lhe saiyagc value of these vchides is minimal and lolal maintenance costs are
high. II: CilSCS where, a younger machine has a high replacement priority, the
maintenance costs for these vehicles have been extremely high compared to vehicles of
the same age ill the same classification. The neet owner may then be required to have




There are many challengc\ facing fleet manngcrs in the 1990'5.1201 Equipment
is becoming more and more expensive to buy as wdl as maint.1.in. To ensure mOllies
allocated for neet replacement aTC spent in a cost effective Illanner. the nl'Ct mannger
must use an appropriate equipment replacement model.
A 1992 survey of public agencies illdkilled that must "I;cncics do nnl TI.:ccivc the
funding required 10 replace all C'luillmcnt schcdukc.J fm ,'cplan:ml'lll. [n illl C<lSCS. Ihe
respondents did not hnve n quantitative method of tJclcTmiuing the priority uf slich
replacements. Forecasting of [ulure equipment costs W'L~ alsu;Ll1 arca not cun.sidcrcd hy
these agencies.
The criteria usccJ to determine a nee! replaccment plan vary depending 011 whether
the fleet being analyzed is publicly owned or privately owm:d. For publicly uwnt.'(1
fleets, age, mileage, operating and maintenance costs, politics and safely are impun;aJ11.
For privately owned fleets, depreciation, price, replaccmcnt liming, mileage, opemting
and maintcnance costs, taxes, safety and company image are ufprimary impurl'IIKe. The
respondents of the 1992 survey indicated that the eritcri:t used by them were Olge,
mileage, equipment costs or some combination of these factors.
Many ncct management software packages are availaule to the Ileel man;lgcr frum
software vcndors. The neltibility of thcse packages wa.s found lo be a prohlem fur sotTIe
agencies. It has been stated that most compulcril.cd neel man,lgcment pack.i!gcs .are nol
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appropriate for municipal applications. Despite the variety of programs and systems
available, many (acls and fantasies arise aftcr these systems are implemented.
Three types of analysis tcchniques are available to the fleet manager. They are
the life cycle cost method, the interval tife method and commercially prepared
nomographs. Each of these methods involve varying levels of complexity. The type of
method used by the fleet manager depends on the requirements of the public agency.
Each method requires accurate equipment data. The validity of the fleet replacement
pl;w produced, is dependent on the accuracy of this equipment data.
Forecasting of future equipment costs will help the fleet manager decide when
equipment sllould be rcpl<lccd before the end of its economic life. This will give the fleet
llI,1I1ager the lead lime necessary to order the new equipment and avoid any unnecessary
expenditure on old equipment selected for replacement in the near future. Several
forecasting tl'C11I1iqucs arc available. Some of these include; the method of least squares,
second dcgr(.'C polynomial curve filling, logarithmic trend lines, moving averages,
cxptJl1cntia! smoothing ;,nd l3ox~Jenkins mcthods.
Flect ~placcmcl\t analysis for publicly owncd fleet (FRAPOF) should have the
fnllowingcllamclcristics:
I. It should be adaptable and easily modified by the user.
v. 11 must compile equipment data in a logical and concise manner.
.'- It must havc fo'~casting eap..lbilities.
4. It nlust providc the user with a replacemcnt priority list.
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A neet replacement model for publicly owned fleels (r:RAPOfo) proposed in this
thesis, consists of five modules. These modules arc:
1. The Equipment Inventory Module
2. The Equipment Cost Module
3. The Forecasting Module
4. The Fleel Replacement Module
5. The Priority Module
This model was uscd with an cKisting Ocet of approxinl:ltdy 252 ychic1c.~. The
results ('If the equipment replacement analysis indicates thai increased funding should he
allocated to this agency's equipment budge\.
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THE FLEET REPLACEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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QUESTIONNAUm
I. What method of Fleet Replacement Analysis dO\:s your urg:lI1inltion usc'!
2. Docs your organization usc computer software for Flee! Replacement Analysis'!
(Please specify.)
3. Docs this software do everything you would like it to do wish rC.~IX·CI III Fleet
Replacement Analysis'] (PIC<lsc specify.)
4. Does your organization receive sufficient funds each year 10 replace all equipment
which should be replaced. according 10 your Fleet Replacement AI\"ly.~is'!
5. If the answer to 4 above is 00, how do you decide the onkr in whidl equipment
is to be replaced'!










The following appendix provides information 'JII soflwarc packages presently available
for fleet management purposes. The software lish..'d shows the program name. vellum,
memory required, hardware frquircmcnts and a synopsis of Ihe software.
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Program name: AGECON






lIanJwllrc: IBM-PC and JBM Compatible
Synupsis: Fleet replacement program which provides the user with information on when
lhe l'Conomic replacement time occurs for specific equipment items. User required to
inpullhc purchase price of new similar equipment, operating and maintenance costs, and
approximate resale value of existing equipment. Inquire for price.
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Frogn.1II name: MESIS





Hardwnre: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT; hard disk required.
Synopsis: Six modules for neet management including neet information and control;
servicing and repairs. fuelling and preventative maintenance Ocel safety, revenue
accounting and fleet support. System design and application determines price, so inquire
vendor.
Program name: EZ-FLEET
Vendor: ATE Management & Service
Technical Products Division
617 Vine Street I Slc.8oo
Cininatli, OH 45202
Memory required: 256K
Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/Xl', PC/AT. Tandy lUOO, 1200,200(}
Synopsis: Hand-held data colleclor inputs vehicle check to personal comflutcr. Ih:rorts
service now by station, daily servicing Slatistics, exceplion report (vehicles not serviced),
pm schedule, nuids usage exception reporl.
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I)rogr.tm name: VEHICLE CONTROL PLUS
Vendor: Burke & Associates
14291 cast Fourth A venue
Suite 270
Aurora, Co 8001 J
Memory rt!f1l1il'Cd: SI2K
lIardwlIrc: 1l3~.1-PC, PCIXT, PC/AT, rccommcmJed 10 MEG Hard Disk
Synopsis: Interactive neet management system. Proc~sses single or multiple work
orders. Allows reporting of history, repair order log~, fucl/oil purchase logs, PM
SChcub,ing with olher sorl C3p<1bililies. APWA. ATA or user detinet! classifying codes.
l)rogl11111 millie: BTMUEMS
Vendor: Byrd. Tallamy. MacDonald and Lewis
2921 Tclcs!ar Coun
FOllis Church, VA 22402
l\'lCI1IIJI"y 1'C(luirctl: '~6K
1I1InJw,lI'e: IBM-PC. PC/XT. PC/AT
Synopsis: Inventory, pm scheduling and work orders, maintenance and repair tracking
(by unit), shop m;magcmcnl analysis (productivity and resource usc), total user costs (by
equipment class: operating expenses; overhead. depreciation, and replacement costs.
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Program Jlallle: EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Vendor: Carter Associates [IIC.
2835 Camino Del Rio South
San Diego, CA 92108
Memory rcquL ..'<!: 640K
Hal'dwa~: IBM-PC, PCIXT, PC/AT
Synopsis: Data base manager. Includes nee! inventory. fuel and rcp<lir tracking,
performance analysis, pm scheduling. Inquire vendor for price.
Program name: FLE~I MANAGER




Hardware: IBM-PC, PCIXT, PC/AT; Apple 1/; R.'quires hard disk.
Synopsis: Sepa:atc dbasc modules include (I) accounting-billing. purch,lsc hi.~lnry by
part, life cycle costs for cquipmcnl-uails ilnd classes (2) parts inventory; moni[urs .'ilock;
(3) fuel/oil consumption; (4) cost analysis; (5) pm scheduling, and «(,l repair analysis.
Program nallle: TREMAIN





HardwAre: IBM·PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, Apple
Synopsis: An equipment information, preventative mainten;mcc scheduling and inveJlwry
management program, Price is for a lease/purchase pl;m, $5(KJ to $l\(KJ/lllonth,
PJ'ogram namc: CFA·VHI~S
Vendor: Computcrized Fleet Analysis Inc.
205 West Worth A venue
Villa Park IL 60181
Memory required: 128K
HardwaI'c: IBM·PC, PC/XT, I'C/AT
Synopsis: Tracks equipment maintenance and operating costs, analy/.cs rC[l<lir dClaiJ,
controls part inventory costs and analylcs part usage. I'our II\mllllcs: cu~t Ii.sting;
maintenance reporting; detailed inventory listing; part US<lgC tracking.
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I'rugr:ulI IliIlJlC: CON-TRONIX III
VCildor: Con-lrolli~
3663 East Garden Place
Oak Creek, WI 53154
Memory required: SI2K
1I:lrdwlIrc: IIlM-PC. PC/XT, PCfAT
S)'llopsis: Covers equipment records and reports, parts inventory, generation of work
orders. CrcalC£! for wastewater treatment plant maintenance management.
I'rugralll lllll1le: MCMS
VClIlhw: Cunltol Soflwart: Inc.
99:1 Old t;.nglcschoo! Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087
1\"!{'III01'Y required: 64QK
IInrdwlIl'C: IBM 43XX. 30XX, OR 9370
SyuOJlsis: Silt mainframe modules for fleet equipment maintenance and support.
Includes paris purchasing, warranty management, fluids, labour, tire control. Can handle








lIardwarc: IBM-PC, PCJXT, PC/AT
Synopsis: Vehicle maintenance reporting system which is work order driven. Maintains
inventory levels and costs, computes ,osts per operating mik for c.1ch vehicle, hrokcn








lIardwllre: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
Syunpsi~: I'rovidcs vehicle data, includir.g historical usage, fuel consumption, Y·T-D
maintenance cases by vehicle component, lire mileage, key performance indicators and
pm warnings: also neel analysis on usage, fuel, maintenance costs. Also tire inventory
report.
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Program name: School Bus Management System
Vendor: Creighton. Roger Assoc.
Memory required: 128K
Hardware: IEM-PC. PC/XT, PC/AT
Synopsis: provides vehicle data, including hisloricnl usage, fud cOllsumpthl1l. Y-T-D
maintenance costs by vehicle compor:!~nl. 'ire milc:lgc. key performance indicators :Inti







Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
Synopsis: Six modules which integrate for rna.nilgclncnl of flec! maintenance. Includes
parts, fuel, equipment inventories. Tracks work orders, job cosling. I'ruvidc.~ exception
reponing, equipment status, vehicle spccifiealion~, c..:quipmcnl replacement. Inquire
price.
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I'rogrllrn nallle: VEHICLE CTRL, VMRS
Vendor: Display Data Corporation
Excculjllc Plaza IV
Hunl VilIJCy, MD 21301
Memory required: 256K
lI11rdwllre: IBM-PC, PCIXT, PC/AT, Apple 11+, Apple lie
SYllop.~L~: For 130103500 units; analysis by unit of fuel/oil consumption, running and
repair CllsIs and repair order analysis; designed for truck fleels.
j'rngmm mUllc: Equipment Maintenance Management System
VClldul'; Elkc (.Jrporation
998 Zane Ave.,N.
Golden Valley, MN 55422
MClllory rl'lluinld: 256K
Hardware: IHM-PC, PC-XT, PC-AT
Synopsis: Functions include machine specilication tracking, preventative and predictive
nminlcnancc scheduling. componenl repair/cost history traCking. May be used in
nmflufncluring, processing. mining, construction, municipalities and transportation fields.
Program name: Vehicle Cost Analyzer




Hardware: IBM·PC, PC-XT, PC,AT; requires fixt:d disk.
Synopsis: Computes life cycle .::osts. Compares vehicles enst ulldcr alternative pnrchasc
dccisiollS; maintenance policies; anti replacement dL'Cisions. F;lcilitates s\"nsitivity
analysis of critical assumptions reganling inOntioll, cOIpital t:llst~, etc. Il1quire price.
I'rogram name: Fh..'Ct Controller




Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT; required hard disk
Synopsis: Uses MDBS, specialized dalabasc system to track systems, fluid usage (diesd
fuel, engine oil, automatic transmission nuid) schedule pm, provide vchick invcntories,
mechanic seniority lists, elc. Inquire vendor for price.
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I'rugnm\ name: FLEET COST CONTROL




Illlrdwarc: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PCIAT
Synopsk rIL'CIS from 10 to 1000 units. Output from daily fuel and repair data: (I)
mileage and fuclling history; (2) fuel cosling and disbursement, (3) unit repair history,
anI.! (4) analysis of shop oulsiliC vendor costs, mechanic hours.
I','ugnllll lIiUlU.': Fleet Tracker/PC





Hardware: IBM-PC, PCIXl'; 20 M~ hard disk
SYllop.~js: Trncks neel maintcnan<;,: operations pm, repairs, parts inventory,
ntt!chanics. vendors. labour, parts localion. Multi-user version can produce 80 reports.
Inquire price from vend oJ...
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Program "lime: MAINSAVER
Vendor: J. B. Systems, Inc.
21600 Oxnard SUR640
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Memory required: 256K
Hardware: IBM-PC, HP·PC, Microdata PC, W"ng PC, A T & T PC
Synopsis: Can generate corrective and pill work orders, tracks inventory and labour by
equipment or facilities, maintenance hislory reports and cost reports. Vendor inflll'l11alinll
management 31ld automatic paris fe-ordering optional. Inquire for price.
Program mIme: MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Vendor: Jcntcch Controls, Inc.
Roule I, Box 9]
Gresham, WI 54128
Memory required: l28K
Hardware: IBM-PC, XT, and IBM compatibles; Apple lie
Synopsis: For up 10 500 pieces of equipment; Five functions: (1) Manufactures
information; (2) PM: scheduling by datc or run hours; (3) Equipment run hours; (4)
Work history; (5) ParIs inventory; by part number, location, rcorder report.
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I)rognun nmlle: FLEET MAINTENANCE MODULE




Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
Synopsis: COl11piles vehicle/equipment data; tracks prevenlative/predictive programs;
analyzes proposed capital investments; relates resources to accomplished work; tracks
employee performance; schedules work, analyzes: services levels.
1·I"(IArmn namc; CHRIS
Vendor; MCS Group, Inc.
2465 West Chicago
Rapid City, SO 57702
Memory rCIIUil'cd: 256K
lIardwlu-c: IHM-PC. PCtXT, PC/AT
SYllopsis: Tracks equipment usage and co~:s. Equipment make, model, serial number,
plus maintenance scheduling, depreciation. MTD, YTD, accumulated direct cost
brc,lkdowns, rep.liT & fuel cosls per mile/hour. Cash flow budgeted expenses, etc. vs.
aCluals.lnquireprice.
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Synopsis: Ten moduh::s for neel management and support including equipmellt
records, work order processing, mechanic productivity. pm scheduling, vendur info. 1J;\r1.~
inventory, fuel usage, billing. Primarily rn••inframc, but sOl11e p.c. applic"ti(ln.~.
Inquire.





Hardware: IBM-PC. PC/XT, PC/AT; hard disk required
Synopsis: Processes work orders, tracks daily mileages, fuelling, inspections rcrolirs,
vehicle histories. Maintains paris inventory; prompts uscr to reorder; posts cosL\ and
quantity adjustments; reports servicing, lists work orders. Inquire vendor for price.
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l'rogrdm name: VEMS
Vtndor: National H:Jsincss Control Systems
12703 J\ Research Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
Memory required: 256K
1I11rdwll~: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
SYllupsi..: US/,.,:> standard data codes developed by American Trucking Association.
Fc:,lurcs unit mainlcmmcc hi~lory, unit costs, cost per mile, hour or day, tracks life
warranties and normal service expectations.
')rogr:ulI lIame: Penton/Maintenance series
V('lIdor: Penlon Sortllo'aTC Inc.
420 Lexington Ave.
Suite 2846
New York, NY 10017
"'lemury rcquirtd: SI2K
1I;1n:lwllre: IBM-PC. PCJXT. PClAT
S)'uopsis: Four mooules. I: scheduling, systems management; II: equipment history,
purchase order tracking. ~parc parts; Ill: liKed asset system, warranty forms design; IV:
voice n.'Cognilion and maintenance capabilities. Inquire vendor for price.
Program name: EMS/PC
Vendor: Prototype Incorporated
S R Box 170 MKB
Kamuela, Hawaii 96743
Memory required: SI2K
Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/Xl" PC/AT
Synopsis: Fleet management progr.Ull adapted for PC. Tr.lcks part~ and fud, maintains
dbasc of work and purchase orders, kceps pill and repair histories, :ulOtlyscs 1:lhnllr. custs
for repair and pm. Reports fuel and oil consumption.
Program name: LANTA PARTS INVENTORY PACKAGE
Vendor: TIME Support Center
Vanderbuilt University
P.O. Box 1563, Siation B
Nashville, TN 37235
Memory required: 256K
Hardware: 113M-PC, PClXT, PC/AT; ha~d disk recomntl.nded.
Synopsis: Uses dbasc II, version 2.4. ParIs inventory :lnd analy.sis. Allows
maintenance manager to track paris, quantities, locations. Best for small/medium si1.cd








Ihlrdware: IBM·PC, PCfXT, PCIAT, Radio Shack TRS-80
SyllOI)Si.~: Munitors fuel, !iChcdu1cd maintenance, repairs, insurance, licences,
tlcprL'Cialioll, and two othcrcosls the user specifies. Computes and prints an individual
rcporl fOT each vehicle that shows itemized and lolal costs; produces cost comparison
charls.
I)rll~nllll name: FLEET MAINTENANCE SYSTEM




Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/Xl', PC/AT; Novell Netware
S)'llopsis: Tracks vehicle cosls, aids preventative maintenance scheduling; provides
repair history. Also includes repair order system. fuel inventory and control, parts








Hardware: 18M-PC. PC/XT, PC/AT; hard disk required.
Synopsis: One of four modules for fleet equipment maintenance management. Proccs~s
work orders; reports on exception; forecasts future pill; contmls shOll work; organizes







Hardware: Apple (130 units); IBM-PC (600 units): JBM-PC/XT (3500 units)
Synopsis: Automatically updates repair orders, fuel/oil purchases. and pm entries to
appropriate unit record. Schedules pm up to one year. Reports vehicle histories, repair







lIardwarc: J13M- PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
SYIIOP_~i.~: One of fOllr modules for neel equipment maintenance management.
Equipment data base including mechanic skills and personnel data. Also labour








IInrdwnrc: IBM-PC, PC/X,., PC/AT; hard disk required.
Synopsis: One of four modules for neet equipment maintenance management. Uses
VandeMark Methods for inventory cOlllro] and forecasting; calculates EOQ, order points,








Hardware: IBM-PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
Synopsis: Integrated system which produces pm schedules, work ordm, pM!S ,md
labour costs, equipment history. repair cost summary, downtime SUl1ullary. parts
inventory on hand, reorder points, and usage history.





Hardware: IBM·PC, Apple lie
Synopsis: Allows you to maintain records and generate reports on cquipl1lCl\\ histury and
pm, work orders and productivity, inventory control. Equipment hislory incJm.lcs
manufacturer, model, purchase dale and location for each piece of equipment.
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lIardwllrc: lIlM-PC, PCIXT. PC/AT
Synopsis: Covers six main service areas including work order, lire usc, part use, fluid
(fuel, oil, coolant, ATF, PSF) usc, pm, and mechanic labour services. Manual anadem
Jisk for $25.00. Inquire vendor for price.
))rognllll nallle: FLMS
Vendor: Wood Technologies
4550 Kearny Villa Rd.
Suite 118
San Diego, ea 92123
Memory l'«luircd: 512K
lInrdwnloc: IBM-PC, PC/XT. PC/AT
Synopsis: Nine modules for integrated fleet equipment maintenance management
including work orders. pm, emissions certification, labour analysis, pool vehicle, bulk








Mean Annual Cost MAC. =
P,SIt +,J.XT
--,,--
(I) (2) lJ) (4) (S) (6) (1) (I) m
Yu, Original R.....l'" O",pt'e- To," Cummu- TOo' Replace- M_
I'\l.chll!io<.' ",illtion Y.:;,olly lalive C~"
-
""'....Prie" Salvag¢ C"" sumof Puiod VclIielc
VlIlu,", Col.S Cu"
1(2)-(3)1 1(7)+(8»)
I" 1" 15,1 IP·S~I 1)(,' 1'1 [MAC.I
l6.SOO 10,621 5,873 4,856 4,856 10,729 10,729
16,500 6.844 9,656 5,877 10,m 20,389 10,195
16.500 4,408 12,092 7,299 18.0n 30.124 10,041'
16,SOO 2,n9 13,661 8,520 26.552 40,213 IO,OS3
16.sao 1,828 14,672 9.741 36,:193 50,965 10,193
16,SOO l.177 IS.n) 10.963 47.2S6 62,519 10,430
16,500 7S8 15,742 12.IU 59,440 15,111 10.740
16.sao ... \6,012 IJ,J06 12.746 88,751 11,095
16.500 lOS 16,185 14.421 87.m 103,lSl 11,484




OTHER EXPONENTIAL FORECASTING METHODS
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DQuble and Triple Exponential Smoothing
The concept of exponential smoothing can be extended to certain cases
where the demand changes over time. In Chapter 3, equation 3-16 gives the
relationship for single exponential smoothing. If this formula is applied \0
the output of the initial smoothing function, Ihis implies double exponential
smoothing has occurred. This proc,css can be repeated again so that triple
exponential smoothing is achieved. These processes can be shown by the
following equations.f21]
S, ex: ~ + (1 - ex) S,.,
S2, oc ~ + (I _ CX)Sl,
S"\ 0: ~ + (I _ cx)SJ,
Hrown's l .. jllt'lJr Exponentigl Smoothing
This linear-exponential smoothing technique uses the following
rational. Since both single and double smoothing values log the actual data
whenever a trend exists, the difference between these two values can be
added 10 the single smoothed value and adjusted for trend. The basic
equations used in this process are:
51 =: oc YI + (I - ex) SII _,
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S~I 0::: SIt + (I - ex) S~l.l
'""'here
Sit = Single Smoothed Statistic
52, = Double Smoothed Statistic
Winter's Method
This method a.pplies the smoothing process three times:
t. To estimate the average value of the time series.
2. To estimate the trcnd component.
3. To estimate the seasonal index.
Each of the three stages has its own smoothing constant which can he
adjusted as the situation warrants, These individual modiric<llions can he
made (0 anyone of the conslants without having to aller the others.
Adaptive-ReSDonsc-Rate Exponential Smoolhing
This method is conceptually similar La single exponential smoothing.
The only difference is that the value of the smoothing constant varies. The
value of CIt adapts automatically whenever a change in the data pattern
dictates that a change is desirable. The advantage or this method is that it
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is capable of representing almost all data patterns. The basic equation for
adaptive-response-ratc exponential smoothing is:
. .
YHJ = IXI Y1 + (I - <Xl) Y I
lIolt's Exponential Smoothing
Using this method, the trend present in the time series is dealt with
by a smoothing constant that is different from the smoothing constant
applir.:d to the actual observations. This technique gives some extra
ncxibility 10 the analyst but it requires the use of two smoothing parameters.
Since two parameters must be quantified, the trial and errOf process of
finding the best combination of parameters may be costly and time-





SoOwa« Vendors or Rox·'c"kjm Programs
Program Type of Batchl
Organi7..ation Address Name(s) Models Conversa.tiOlai
"PfIlicdD..cisi<- 33 H.,v.:n "w.. SIBYUlUNNER Un;vltille&nd Convena!Oooal
SyMan!l, IrK:. l...o:ainl\Otl.MA MvJtivaril,le
0217l
AUlOmillio:. P.O.~"I" 563 PACKSystcmlI UniVllimallli Convetalional and
Pom:a.o;ling Hatboro, PA and "UTOW Mulliv.riate Balcb
Sysk"""lnc. '90<0
GwilymJenkins& 1700lil:hoTl'ilil GENISIS Univlnllelolnd Balch
r8rln~rs Ltd Nurman, OK Muhinriale
73069







Chllrl.::sR. Ndson 4921 N.E. J9thSl. PDQ.du. UniVlrilIIl..nd Convnsalionaland
A_..-ciCln.·<.I~. ~tl".WA Mul1iVl1rial.. Bold>
SAShul;lul". h..:. P.O. Bol 8000 SAS Uni_iltc:and ConvcllilllioNll.m
C"'y.NC Multivariate Bat:h
Sc"',nlir.,;
C'lImpulinc P.O. 8m 625 The seA SySl<:r'l1 UninriJle ConvenaIion.l ..
A~.ln,,;. OcKalh,IL Mu[tiO'llrille Bokh
60115
SII.liMinll












PUBLIC AGENCY EQUIPMENT TYPES
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FRAPOF EQUIPMENT INVENTORY MODULE
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IllslrucHons for lise or FRAPOE Modgl
The FRAI'OF model consists of two groups of files on diskette. One group
consists of the equipment cost files, the olher group consisting of the analysis files. Each
cost file contains data aboul the various cost factors described in previous chapters. The
data in c.1ch of the COSI files can be combined into one file called" ALLCOST. WKl" for
usc wilh the analysis files. This is done using the LOTUS command "FILE-COMBIN&
ADIJ", The cosl data files to be combined arc as follows:
O&MCOST. WK I - operating and maintenance costs
2. DQWNTIME,WKI • downtime costs
3. I'ARTCOST.WK I - paris inventory costs
4. TI~AINING.WKI - training costs
5. OB50C051'. WK I - obsolescence costs
6. OWNCOSTS. WK I • ownership cosls
The analysis files consist of the following files:




ALLCOST. WK I - total equipment costs
FORECAST.WKI - forecasting module
REPLACE. WK 1 - replacement module
PRIORITY. WK I - priority module
A description of these files is found in Chapter 4.
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The Forecasting Module
Cost data from the file called AL.LCOST.\VKI is used in the rorecaslin~ mooule
file called FORECAST.WKI. By placing theeOSl data in the appropriate columns in lhe
spreadsheet. lOTUS 1-2-3 calculates the next year cost by pressing the F9 function key.
The Replacement Module
Data from the forecasting module called FORECAST.WKI is used in the
replacement module called REPLACE. WK 1. By placing the d<lla in the appropriate
columns, LOTUS 1-2-3 determines if the equipment items in the spreadshcct should be
replaced. The F9 function key is used \0 perform this operation.
The EJeel Replacement Priority t ist
Prioritizing the fleet replacement list is done with the usc of the "DATA SORT"
command in LOTUS 1-2-3. The SORT is done using the replacement priority f"ctor as
the primary key in the DATA-SORT menu. This value is sorlcd in descending order.
The resulting sort provides the user with a neel replacement priority listing. The
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